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THE MEDICAL REVOLUTION  
TO BE TAMED

hPG80 is essential for the survival of tumor stem cells.
Tumor stem cells are the real reactor of the tumor, they are at the origin of relapses 
and metastases.

hPG80 is an extracellular target,
‣ detectable (detection),
‣ measurable (follow-up),
‣ neutralizable (différenciation therapy) in blood,
‣ it’s also a potential specific marker of cancer for imaging.

Document edited by the association PROGASTRIN cancer control whose purpose is to collect, en-
rich and make available to physicians and researchers, published medical and scientific information 

on the relationship between hPG80 and cancer. 
www.progastrin-cancer-control.org

This document is intended for physicians, it is for information purposes,  
it is not a regulatory protocol for the use of tests currently on the market. 

Revision : 20201123_Physicians-booklet-EN-v04
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This protein has the particularity of having its on-
cogenic function only in its circulating form (hPG80) 
and not in its intracellular form for which it’s only the 
precursor of gastrin.

INTRACELLULAR 
PROGASTRIN VERSUS 

CAUTION
There is often confusion between progastrin and 
Pro-GRP. 
Progastrine/hPG80 and Pro-Gastrin Releasing 
Peptide (Pro-GRP) are two different proteins, that 
share no similarity in sequence or function. Pro-
GRP is the precursor of GRP (Gastrin Releasing 
Peptide), which belongs to the bombesin/
neuromedin B family and is expressed to a 
significant extent in the gut and brain.
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#01
HISTORY

Unlike the scientific dogma, Dominique Joubert (Director of research  at Inserm - 
France) thinks that cancer answers to the laws of the nature and that it is therefore 
reversible. So she’s naturally looking for the «key» to this reversion.

In 2003, in her laboratory, her team and herself observed a protein that needs to 
come out of the tumor cell and re-interact with it to exert its effects on the tumor cell.

She believes that this protein, resulting from a set of disorders linked to the Wnt si-
gnaling pathway (highly involved in tumorigenesis), may be the key she is looking for.

She is modeling an experiment to demonstrate that neutralizing this protein can re-
gulate the pathway that generated it.
This approach seemed absurd to her team. Neutralizing the product of a mechanism 
to regulate the said mechanism, the idea is far-fetched!

To the surprise of sceptics, the experiment is conclusive, demonstrating for the first 
time that the tumor mechanism can be reverted into a solid tumor. 

In a healthy individual, this protein, progastrin, is the precursor of gastrin, it is present 
in the G cells of the stomach, it is not found in the blood. 

In a patient with cancer (any cancer to date), it is secreted by the tumor cell of the 
organ affected by this cancer, it is then called hPG80. We’ve so far detected hPG80 in 
the blood of 83% cancer patients. Moreover, 100% of tumors produce hPG80.
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WHAT IS 
INTRACELLULAR 
PROGASTRIN? 

#02
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Non-pathological state
The progastrin (intracellular pro-hormone) is an 
80-amino acid protein that is the precursor of the 
gastrointestinal hormone gastrin, the progastrin 
(intracellular pro-hormone) is produced by G-cells 
in the gastric antrum.
During digestion, only gastrin is released into 
the bloodstream and stimulates the secretion of 
hydrochloric acid in the stomach and pancreatic 
digestive enzymes. 
The progastrin in its circulating version (hPG80) is 
not secreted (not found in the blood) in healthy 
people. �
(Copps et al., 2009, Bardram,1990)

Pathological state (tumoral)
hPG80 is released by the tumor cells of the organ 
affected by the cancer in the early stages of its 
development. hPG80 is detectable in the blood 
in the early stages of tumor development and 
throughout the life of the tumor. This process is 
completely independent of digestion. 

hPG80 is detected in the blood of cancer patients.

hPG80 is present at all stages of cancer progres-
sion. �
(Copps et al., 2009, Bardram,1990)

  PROGASTRIN CANCER CONTROL ASSOCIATION | 9

#03WHAT IS hPG80 
(THE CIRCULATING 

PROGASTRIN)?
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WHAT INFORMATION  
DOES hPG80 GIVE US?

#04

To answer that difficult question, 
let’s try to imagine that cancer is a 
tree. Its roots, trunk, and foliage constitute the tumor.

If this tree is attacked by fire (chemotherapy, radiothe-
rapy or immunotherapy, but it can also be surgery), 
‣ What will we «see» with a good current biomarker or 

PET Scan that «sees» the mass of the tumor?
‣ And what are we going to «see» with hPG80 who can 

« see » the activity of the tumor ?

hPG80 is a biomarker  
of the activity of the tumor 

THE TREE IS IN GREAT SHAPE

PET scan sees the tumor
CA 125, AFP and hPG80 too.

A FIRE BURNS THE FOLIAGE

PET Scan, CA 125 and AFP still can’t 
see anything, while

hPG80 sees the flowers appear.

THERE’S NO MORE FOLIAGE

PET Scan no more sees
CA 125, AFP and hPG80 either.

PET Scan, CA 125 and AFP still can’t 
see anything, while hPG80 sees re-

growth and new shoots.

THE TREE USES ITS LAST 
STRENGTH TO MAKE FLOWERS 

AND SEEDS TO SWARM

THE TREE HAS SWARMED  
(metastasis) AND GOES BACK FROM 

ITS ROOTS (primary tumor relapse)
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PET scan sees the fire
CA 125, AFP and hPG80 too.
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THE WNT PATHWAY: 
ITS CONTINUOUS ACTIVATION 
IS ESSENTIAL FOR CANCER

#05

Wnt signal transduction is a major regulator of deve-
lopment throughout the animal kingdom. It is also 
a key factor in most stem cells in adult mammals. In 
non-pathological situations, the Wnt/ß-catenin signa-
ling pathway thus plays a key role in cell proliferation/
migration/invasion. Not surprisingly, mutated elements 
of the Wnt pathway are responsible for multiple patho-
logies related to growth and cancer.

hPG80 : the GAST gene coding for the progastrin is a di-
rect target of the Wnt/ß-catenin pathway... but not only! 

hPG80 appears to play a central role in the intracellular 
communication of the tumor. �

FOR YOUR INFORMATION
The regulation of the Wnt pathway by the neutralization of hPG80 in the 
bloodstream by an antibody and not in the cell by a small chemical molecule, to 
avoid side effects, is the therapeutic strategy followed by Dominique Joubert to 
develop a therapeutic solution for differentiation («tumor reversion»).
The demonstration seems to show that hPG80 is an essential tool for the 
regulation of many signaling pathways involved in tumorigenesis.

Hollande F, Pannequin J, Joubert D.
Drug Resist Updat. 2010 Feb- Apr ; 13(1- 2) : 44- 56
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WNT PATHWAY / hPG80  
RUNAWAY?

#06

The Wnt pathway is essential for cancer.
‣   The disruption of the Wnt pathway in cancer induces, among other things, the ac-

tivation of GAST gene expression.
‣ The GAST gene induces the production of progastrin in the tumor cell.

This progastrin is not matured into gastrin and leaves 
the cell in its circulating form which has been named as 
   hPG80.
‣    hPG80 is, itself, essential for the survival of cancer 

stem cells.
‣   Cancer stem cells are the reactor of the tumor.
‣     hPG80 secretion by cancer cells create a vicious circle,  

the more secretion of    hPG80, the more the Wnt
 pathway will induce the further secretion of    hPG80. �

In cancer cells:  
constitutive activation of the Wnt/ß-catenin pathway 

leading to the continuous expression of the GAST 
gene coding for progastrin and its secretion in the 

circulating form of hPG80.
Ex : APC mutation pattern in 70-80% of colorectal 

cancers.

(Koh et al, J Clin Invest, 2000)
(Pannequin et al,  
Gastroenterology, 2007)In normal cells: 

inducible activation (On/Off) 
of the target genes 

of the Wnt/ß-catenin pathway.

GAST gene
always : on

APC

hPG80
hPG80

hPG80

hPG80

ß-catenin
ß-catenin

hPG80 
Secretion
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WHY DETECT AND MEASURE  
hPG80 ?

#07

As described in the scientific literature, hPG80 is a kind 
of «cancer communication tool».
If you inject hPG80 to a healthy mouse, it won’t deve-
lop cancer.On the other hand, if you inject hPG80 to a 
mouse that already has cancer you see a runaway from 
the said cancer

CAUTION
Only one result of hPG80 isolated is difficult to inter-
pret. Favour kinetic analysis by respecting the esta-
blished schedule and carrying out the follow-up in 
the same laboratory.

Détecting hPG80 to help cancer detection and 
early identification of relapse.

Sensitivity:
Adenomatous polyps:  62.5%

hPG80 is present in the blood of 83% of patients out of 
the 16 cancers tested to date (January 2020).

The detection of hPG80 allows the early identification 
of the appearance of a tumor mechanism, including in 
its so-called pre-tumor phases (such as adenomatous 
polyps in colorectal cancer). Today no tool other than 
the DxPG80 test detecting hPG80 is able to help detect 
early cancer... yet it’s still not easy to locate the tumor. It 
is therefore preferable to talk about cancer susceptibi-
lity than cancer detection.

hPG80 is available from 
the early stages of the 
colorectal tumorigenesis.

Expression of hPG80 in a polyp 
from a genetically modified 
mouse in 
which the Wnt channel is constitu-
tively activated, as is the case for 
85% of the cases of 
Human polyps. hPG80 is red, 
nuclei are blue and basement 
membranes are green.

hPG80 levels in the blood of patients with adenomatous polyps or  
cancer colorectal stage 1 or 2. hPG80 is increased in all three cases, 
with a detection sensitivity of 62.5% for adenomatous polyps and 
over 80% for stages 1 and 2.

You et al, EBioMedicine, 2020

tumor
Circulating
cancer cells

Metastasis

Blood vessel

circulating
progastrin
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Today, cancer detection with hPG80 is only recom-
mended in identified at-risk populations to facilitate 
tumor localization. 

Mass screening with hPG80 is only proposed as part of 
the establishment of a Tumor Localization Institute, wor-
king in a network with the International Tumor Localiza-
tion Institute currently being set up.

The detection of hPG80 also makes it possible to  
identify relapses at an early stage, well before currently 
used markers such as AFP, CA125 or PET Scan. It also 
allows monitoring the efficacy of therapies: surgery, sys-
temic treatments, etc.

When there is no biomarker available to detect a type 
of cancer, the search for hPG80 becomes commonplace/
prevalent.

In this study we find that hPG80 detects  
the appearance of relapse well before AFP.  

The peak production of hPG80 appears 
almost 400 days before  

the occurrence of relapse clinical observations. 
On the other hand, 

once the tumor size is significant, its activity decreases 
and only then it becomes detected by AFP

You et al, EBioMedicine 2020

Clinical relapse 
detected by imaging

Biochemical relapse 
detected with increasing 
hPG80 levels
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The hPG80 measurement is used to help monitoring 
therapy efficacy, whether it is surgery, chemotherapy, 
radiotherapy or systemic treatments such as immuno-
therapy.

Currently it is very difficult to assess therapy efficacy du-
ring treatment.

Far too many therapies are pushed to the end when 
they have too little or no effect on the disease.

Measuring hPG80 provides a real-time «picture» of the 
tumor presence and activity. It is a new help in clinical 
therapy management. 

CAUTION
hPG80  production is very strongly increased during 
tumor aggressive treatment (such as chemotherapy 
which will generate 100 to 1000 times more hPG80). 
hPG80 seems to implement tumor’s response to 
aggression.
Therefore, hPG80 should be dosed before each 
phase of treatment and not just afterwards.

CAUTION
In therapy follow-up, 
patient is his own 
witness. There is no 
technical baseline for 
hPG80. If possible, 
a dosage should be 
taken before any neo-
adjuvant treatment 
and before surgery to 
determine the patient’s 
baseline.

Dose hPG80 to quickly stop therapies which do not 
provide positive effects for patient.

Dose hPG80 to monitor 
the efficacy of therapies.

SURGERY
It is necessary to measure 24 hours before any treat-
ment, and 8 days after surgery to have a picture of the 
post-operative situation.

However, neo-adjuvant treatments will considerably in-
fluence the production of hPG80, making it difficult to 
analyse the result.

The neo-adjuvant treatment will cause the tumor to 
react and thus increase the production of hPG80 which, 
as described in the literature, is highly involved in cells 
migration and invasion. If cancer stem cells have already 
spread, activation of these cells is likely to occur. The 
post-operative result may be that the hPG80 level will 
still be significant even if the surgery has been perfect. 
The result will therefore represent metastases formation 
and not residual cancer cells from the resected tumor.
Finally, these same neo-adjuvant treatments can make 
a tumor «disappear» momentarily. A close follow-up of 
the patient with hPG80 is strongly recommended. 
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P=0.035hPG80 changes from baseline to post-operative time
Decrease > -25% Stable Increase > +25%

74.2% 16.1% 9.7%

50% decrease 
in median 
(from 3 to 1.5 pM)

Kinetics of hPG80 in 
patients with peritoneal 
carcinosis.

Evolution of hPG80 concentra-
tions between the beginning 
of the study (n=194) and the 
post-operative period (n=77) 
in patients with peritoneal car-
cinoses due to gastrointestinal 
cancers treated by cytoreductive 
surgery, with or without pe-
rioperative chemotherapy. (A) 
The level of hPG80 decreased 
significantly after surgery. (B) 
The level of hPG80 varies at the 
individual level. The hPG80 level 
has decreased by more than 
25% in 75% of patients, levels 
are stable or have increased in 
25% of patients.

hPG80
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CHEMIOTHERAPY
Dosing should begin before any treatment to es-
tablish the patient’s baseline level. Then before 
each phase of treatment to define its efficacy.

Literature gives indications confirmed by published 
research on hPG80 indicating that chemotherapy 
treatment promotes resistance and survival of can-
cer stem cells, which are the true reactor of the tumor.

Close follow-up of patients treated with chemotherapy is 
recommended over 2 to 5 years depending on the type 
of cancer treated and the stage at the time of treatment.

RADIOTHERAPY
As chemotherapy, radiotherapy attacks the tumor.  
Early evidence suggests that hPG80 is involved in the 
tumor’s response to this «aggression». Indeed, it has 
been shown that hPG80 is a radioresistant factor that 
can be targeted to sensitize some cancers resistant to 
radiation. Decreased expression of hPG80 increases 
radiation-induced DNA damage and also leads to the 
inhibition of radiation-induced survival pathways, AKT 
and ERK (Kowalski-Chauvel et al, Oncotarget, 2017). 

This work highlights the role of hPG80 in radiation resis-
tance and provides a strong argument in favor of moni-
toring hPG80 before and after radiotherapy.

IMMUNOTHERAPY
Do we finally have the marker for immunotherapy  
response? 
The first clinical studies, which have been so far very li-
mited, and a patent application on the subject, suggest 
that the hPG80 measurement finally provides a picture 
of the patient’s response to immunotherapy. 

CAUTION
Never stop treatment 
that has had a positive 
effect because hPG80 
level has returned to 
normal.
Treatment that has had 
a positive effect should 
be continued until the 
end of the treatment.
Only a treatment that 
has had no effect may 
be stopped if another 
treatment is available.

It is not surprising when the scientific literature links the 
level of activation of the Wnt pathway to the patient’s 
response to immunotherapy.

hPG80 the eagerly 
expected indicator 
of response to 
immunotherapy? 
Early studies seem to 
show that it is.

Scientific literature and patents highlight the interest of 
anti-hPG80 antibody treatment with current treatments 
such as chemotherapy and radiotherapy.  

When anti-hPG80 treatment becomes available (it soon 
should be clinically available), it seems possible that it 
could become the ideal companion to immunotherapy 
by regulating the Wnt pathway, allowing a much broa-
der response rate to immunotherapy.

Thus far, measuring hPG80 level seems to be the only 
way to evaluate the efficacy of immunotherapy.

First clinical study 
demonstrating 
that hPG80 is a 
good biomarker 
of immunotherapy 
treatment efficacy... 
while revealing the 
limitations of the 
said treatment in this 
specific case.

You et al, EBioMedicine 2020

HCC multifocal HCC RelapseNivolumab response
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CAUTION
Although we are health 
professionals and 
therefore accustomed 
to technical terms used 
daily in our activities, 
our experience 
feedback has led us to 
make the deliberate 
choice to use plain 
vocabulary (aiming at 
science popularization) 
in our communications 
in order to avoid any 
misunderstanding.

The false negative rate is the percentage of patients 
with a disease that was negative on the test for that spe-
cific disease.
The patient has cancer, but the test does not detect it.

The lower the rate, the better. In cancer case, the most 
important thing is that this rate is as low as possible in 
the early stages of cancer.

In our example, the false negative rate for stages 1 & 2 is 
therefore 100-93.3= 6.7% for pancreatic cancer and 20.8% 

for lung cancer.

Cancers: breast, colorectal, 
esophagus, stomach, kidney, 
liver, lung (NSCL), melanoma 
of the skin, ovaries, pancreas, 
prostate, uterus (endometrium 
and cervix)
You et al, EBioMedicine, 2020

A LITTLE REMINDER OF WHAT A TEST IS

To outline, the detection limit tells us that the target is 
present but we cannot certify its level in a sample. 

The limit of quantitation allows us to make comparisons 
(kinetic analysis of a range of samples from the same 
patient) and thus to learn from them, about the therapy 

efficacy, for example.

5-year remission rate per detection stage 

The detection of hPG80 is today the best solution on the 
market to help detect cancer in its early stages.

Cancer Samples Sensitivity Specificity

Pancreas, 
stages 1+2

30 93.3 % 87 %

Lung, 
stages 1+2

53 79.2 % 89 %

HOW TO DETECT AND MEASURE 
hPG80 ?

#08

A test has a baseline (cut-off), actually two (limit of detec-
tion - LOD, and limit of quantitation - LOQ), a false nega-
tive rate, a false positive rate and a false discovery rate. 
Then we will talk about sensitivity and specificity.

Let’s make sure we are familiar with these terms.
‣    The limit of detection is a purely technical 

notion of the test physical limits.   
It determines at which value we can confirm that the 
rate resulting from the analysis of the sample is above 
the background noise and assure we know we are de-
tecting the intended target.

‣    The quantitation limit is, as for the first notion, 
a technical data of the test itself.    
It gives us the limit beyond which we can certify that 
the rate (quantity detected) is indeed the one present 
in the tested sample.
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The false positive rate corresponds to the number of 
people who do not have the pathology of interest and 
for whom the test result was positive.

The false discovery rate is the number of positive tests 
that did not have the pathology divided by the total 
number of positive test results.  

CAUTION
As the hPG80 test is the only test to date that can 
help detect early forms of cancer, this false positive 
rate is theoretical. Because the number of positive 
test cases for which no tumor has been found does 
not mean that they do not carry an early cancer 
that common methods cannot locate. 

Numerous clinical studies are in progress. 13 studies 
have been completed and 50 are ongoing or ready to 
be initiated in Europe, the USA, Asia, the Middle East 
and Africa.
 
In January 2020, 16 cancers have been studied so far. 
hPG80 has been detected in these 16 cancers with diffe-
rent sensitivity depending on the type of cancer. 

As breast cancer is a major cancer, a special effort is 
being made to start new studies, especially in the early 
disease stages. 

Sensitivity is the percentage of positive test result in a patient population who have 
developed the pathology of interest, i.e. true positives. 

Specificity is the percentage of people who have not developed the disease i-of 
interest and who are negative on the test, i.e., true negatives.

A scientific article 
describes these notions 
in detail : Rev Mal Respir 
2004 ; 21 : 390-3 

hPG80 specificity  
and sensitivity with a 
cut-off at 1.2 pM

cancer types sensitivity % 95 % CI

all cancers 82.91 81.05 % to 84.61 %

pancreas 94.12 80.91 % to 98.95 %

kidney 91.85 86.99 % to 95.00 %

esophagus/stomach 90.54 81.74 % to 95.34 %

prostate 84.23 80.97 % to 87.02 %

liver 82.73 74.59 % to 88.65 %

lung 81.67 70.08 % to 89.44 %

colorectal 80.98 76.20 % to 84.99 %

skin melanoma 78.95 63.65 % to 88.93 %

ovarian 78.77 72.78 % to 83.74 %

uterus 71.43 60.51 % to 80.31 %

breast 70.97 58.71 % to 80.78 %

sensitivity % 95 % CI

78.10 70.46 % to 84.21 %

How to calculate sensitivity, 
specificity, false positive rate, false 
negative rate, false discovery rate? 

10 000 individuals

Colonoscopy

8 000 
healthy

2 000 
cancer

7 500 negatives

500 positives
2 100 total 
positive

1 600 positives

400 negatives

False positive
6.25%

Specificity
7 500 / 8 000
93.7%

Sensitivity
1 600 / 2 000
80%

False negative
20%

False discovery rate
500 / 2 100
23.8%

Test

TThheeoorreettiiccaall eexxaammppllee

DxPG80 test sensitivity and specificity

7 500 negatives

1 600 negatives

False positive

False discovery rate

Sensitivity

500 positives

400 positives
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There are two tests available now:
  
Test for the detection of hPG80 presence in blood. It 
gives a yes/no answer. It can be used as a help in scree-
ning and a help in the early identification of relapses.

A test that measures the level of hPG80 in the blood. It is 
a tool to help monitoring treatment efficacy.

ECS Progastrin SA  
which developed the DxPG80 tests, is a company 
born from the commitment of Mrs Dominique 
Joubert (PhD) to ensure that the fruit of her 
research reaches the patient and benefits from 
it. An affordable pricing policy and worldwide 
distribution is the consequence of this will.

The DxPG80 test requires only one whole blood 
sample taken on an empty stomach in an EDTA 
tube (K2 or K3 without separating gel) identical to 
the one used for blood counts, then centrifuged at 
4°C to extract the plasma (centrifugation must be 
done at 4°C). 
As the hPG80 is particularly sensitive to 
temperature, samples are transported either 
refrigerated (whole blood) or frozen (plasma).

WHICH TESTS CAN  
DETECT AND MEASURE  hPG80 ?

WHAT DOES DxPG80 MEAN?

DxPG80 is the acronym for the test used to measure 
hPG80 in human blood. Dx represents diagnosis, PG in-
dicates circulating progastrin and 80 is the number of 
amino acids constituting hPG80.

The results of hPG80 are 
expressed in pmol/L 
(pM).

These tests are very traditional blood tests, carried out 
on an empty stomach. Only the temperature precau-
tions must be taken into account during the collection, 
centrifugation and dispatch of the sample.

It’s the plasma that’s analyzed.

HOW TO DETECT/MEASURE hPG80?

Samples are sent to an analytical laboratory certified 
by the manufacturer. As the antibodies used are of a 
very high level of sensitivity (10-12M), the analyses must 
be carried out in laboratories that have been selected, 
certified and regularly checked by the manufacturer 
to guarantee the quality of the result. The automated 
systems that perform the analysis are also selected and 
certified and only perform analyses with DxPG80 tests to 
detect or measure hPG80. 

DXPG80  TESTS ARE CE IVD MARKED.
PRODUCTION IS ISO 13 485
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* CAUTION
These are under no circumstances regulatory 
protocols (guidelines) but examples of the use 
of hPG80 detection or measurement. This work 
was carried out by oncologists based on current 
knowledge and the interest of the hPG80 target.

For cancers for which we have biomarkers, it is 
recommended to use the hPG80 test in parallel with those 

biomarkers to also get a «picture» of tumor activity. 

For cancers for which we do not have biomarkers, 
the question does not arise: hPG80 is essentially the 

biomarker for detecting and monitoring these cancers.

Example for hepatocellular cancer *

HOW TO USE DXPG80 TESTS?

High expression of hPG80 
by tumor cells from kidney, 
pancreatic and liver can-
cers.

The tumors (left panels, 
respectively top to bottom: 
a kidney tumor, a pancreatic 
tumor and a liver tumor) 
show a strong labelling of 
hPG80 (red), in contrast to 
the images of the lines cor-
responding to the «healthy» 
tissues adjacent to the 
tumors. 

The blue marking represents 
the cell nuclei and the green 
marking represents the 
basement membranes.
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HOW TO INTERPRET  
AN hPG80 RESULT?

#09

hPG80 has been detected in all 16 cancers tested to 
date, regardless of the different stages of the disease. 

On the other hand, hPG80 does not give an indication of 
the type, stage or location of the cancer. 

It is known that current imaging techniques do not 
always make it possible to locate the tumor activity de-
tected by hPG80. 

SCREENING / DETECTION OF RELAPSE
When used for screening purpose, hPG80 detection al-
lows the patient to be monitored with a high probability 
of locating the tumor at an early stage that is still ope-
rable.

The use of the test for detection (DxPG80 smart) will pre-
ferably be associated:
‣  to the screening of people said to be at known risk 

(age, family history, particular sensitivities, accidents/
exposure to carcinogenic products, genetic muta-
tions, etc.);

‣ to confirmation of existing tests. However, beware of 
false meaning. A positive test (mammogram, detec-
tion of blood in the stool,...) combined with a positive 
hPG80 test reinforce the presumption of cancer in this 
organ. It is not an absolute confirmation because a 
positive hPG80 test can reveal the presence of another 
cancer or metastasis;

‣  early detection of relapses of all types of cancers (16 
cancers tested to date).

CAUTION
It should be kept in 
mind that hPG80 is 
detected as early as the 
precancerous phases. 
This is why we prefer to 
talk to the patient about 
their susceptibility to 
developing cancer.

CAUTION
The result of this 
test is intended for 
interpretation and use 
by the prescribing 
physician only. The 
test result is generated 
from the measured 
value from the patient 
sample and the medical 
history obtained by the 
referring physician.

The association will produce a series of sheets classified 
by pathology to propose protocols for the use of the 
results.

All physicians, whether or not they are already members 
of the association, are invited to participate in this work.

It is our responsibility to make these tools our own in 
order to evolve our practices. �

CAUTION
The protocol has to 
be adapted to each 
pathology and cancer 
stage.Thank you for leaving messages on the association’s  

website:  www.progastrin- cancer- control.org

Suggested 
protocols 
here for 
hepatocellular cancer.
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Mass screening campaigns are only envisaged as part 
of the implementation of a Tumor Localization Institute 
to assist physician in locating a tumor at an early stage.

MONITORING OF TREATMENT EFFICACY
1. The first use is an aid to confirm the efficacy of a sur-

gical procedure.

 This involves determining the patient’s baseline level 
prior to neo-adjuvant treatment if any.

 As mentioned previously, if neo-adjuvant treatment 
is performed, the postoperative results may be com-
plex to analyze. 

 If not, a consistently positive level after surgery may 
indicate either the presence of residual tumor cells in 
the environment of the operated tumor or the pre-
sence of metastases.

2.  The second use is, following a finding of lack of effica-
cy of the therapy performed, to help in decision-ma-
king process to modify the therapeutic strategy, when 
possible.

 The hPG80 test is a dynamic indicator of tumor acti-
vity.

CAUTION
It is always necessary 
to define a base rate 
for the patient first, if 
possible before any 
treatment and surgery 
in order to be able to 
interpret the result.

3.  The third use is to help monitor the efficacy of the 
therapy. 

 The hPG80 test is an indicator of tumor activity and 
response. Its level does not give any indication of the 
size or stage of the cancer.

 So we need to use its measure as a new perspective 
on the tumor. An incipient tumor can have a very high 
rate while a stage 4 tumor can have a low rate.

4.  Since hPG80 appears to be an indicator of tumor acti-
vity, one of our oncology colleagues will study the use 
of hPG80 dosing in prostate cancer to help him make 
the decision to operate or not.

hPG80 is a new field of investigation for us as healthcare 
professionals.

We have a major new indicator that gives us a «picture» 
of the tumor activity.

It is up to us to adapt to this new information.

When you receive a test result for hPG80, you either 
have a positive/negative response (detection test) or a 
measure of hPG80 in the provided sample.

This level should be compared to other levels in the 
same patient in order to learn from it.

CAUTION
The half-life of hPG80 
in blood is 20 minutes. 
This allows a very 
dynamic monitoring 
of the efficacy of the 
treatments.

CAUTION
Only kinetic 
analysis allows for 
interpretation. An 
isolated result is not 
indicative.

CAUTION
Never discontinue 
treatment that has 
had a positive effect 
because the hPG80 
level has returned to 
normal.
Treatment that has had 
a positive effect should 
be continued until the 
end of the treatment. 
Only a treatment that 
has no effect may be 
stopped if another 
treatment is available.

CAUTION
For a use in monitoring the efficacy of an 
«aggressive» therapy (chemotherapy, radiotherapy, 
immunotherapy,...), a sample must be taken before 
each stage of the treatment. 
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Oncologists in the Middle East have had to test DxPG80 for the first time in 2019. The 
following is a a proposed protocol resulting from their feedback.

WHAT TO DO WITH A NEGATIVE OR POSITIVE 
RESULT?

hPG80 Négative

(DxPG80 smart  result below «cut off»)

u Regular monitoring every year or every 6 mon-
ths in case of known risk.

hPG80 Positive 
(DxPG80 smart result above «cut off»)

u Perform a confirmatory assay with the DxPG80 lab 
test one week to one month after the first blood 
draw.

u If the new assay is below LoD:
 Regular monitoring (see hPG80 Negative above)

u If the new dosage is higher than the LoD:
w hPG80 is in favor of a susceptibility to de-

velop cancer. 
w re-do a new hPG80 assay at 3 months to 

get kinetics.
w Look for a possible tumor by any means *.

CAUTION
Feedback, which is  
still very limited, 
confirms that it is very 
difficult to locate a 
tumor in its early stages 
if we do not know 
which organ is affected. 
It is up to the 
physicians to carry out 
investigations to locate 
tumors before they 
reach an advanced 
stage.
Early detection should 
allow this close follow-
up and the localization 
of these tumors at 
a stage that is still 
operable.

CAUTION
For detection, we will 
talk about susceptibility 
to develop a cancer.

A European hospital that regularly mo-
nitors asymptomatic subjects, conside-
red at risk (age and family history), has 
used DxPG80 tests on a small number of 
subjects.
33% of these patients were positive 
for hPG80 while the other tests on the 
market were negative for these patients 
(PSA, blood in stool, ...). 

The medical team pushed the inves-
tigations further and was able to dia-
gnose cancer at an early stage (Lung, 
Kidney, Prostate) in 50% of them. The 
other positive subjects were put under 
surveillance in order to locate a possible 
early stage tumor.
A scientific publication as an example in 
«real life» is envisaged by this team. �

*  Experience feedback 2020 : First benefits for patients

Further examination :
‣ other biomarkers,
‣ family history,
‣ imaging.

INCREASE

Depends on the level of hPG80 :
‣  the level is between the LOD and the LOQ: follow-up with blood 

tests every 6 months.
‣  the level is above the LOQ and below 10 pM: follow-up every 

3 months.
‣  the level is higher than 10 pM: follow-up examination (other bio-

markers and imaging).

LEVEL-HEADEDNESS

Regular follow-up every 6 months or every 3 mon-
ths if there is a known risk.

DECREASE

*  Experience feedback 2019 :

This medical team obtained these initial results by applying a decisional algorithm 
that they defined as a function of the hPG80 rate:

• <1.2 pM: negative. If family at risk, redose in 1 year; if not, redose in 2 
years.

• Between 1.2 pM and 3.6 pM: redose in 6 months to see the kinetics.
• Between 3.6 and 10 pM: scan and other tests. If nothing is found, re-

dose in 6 months to see the kinetics.
• >10 pM: scan and other exams. If nothing is found in 3 months, redose 

to see the kinetics.

Algorithm applied in this hospital:
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If you’re negative, that’s good news. If you’re positive, 
that’s good news too; I know you’re at risk of developing 
cancer. So I have a good chance of finding your cancer 

at an operable stage and therefore saving your life. 

Statement from one of our Egyptian colleagues to his patients.

Here is an example of a test report from the French laboratory BIOLAM certified by 
ECS-Progastrin lab to perform analysis on samples with DxPG80 lab tests.
Depending on the country where the analytical laboratory is located, the report may 
include some  differences in the presentation of the result. �
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COMMUNICATE WITH THE PATIENT
#10

In publishing a leaflet for our patients, we tried to 
answer three notions:
‣  Tackling cancer head-on but with a notion of dedra-

matisation.
‣  Providing the patient with the knowledge base in the 

diagnosis.
‣  Worth reminding ourselves that the physician is at 

the centre of the fight against cancer, as the patient’s 
partner in this fight.

Page 1 : We therefore begin by pointing out that early 
detection is, today, the best solution in the fight against 
cancer.

The diagram below is showing the value of early de-
tection.

CAUTION
At the current stage of knowledge, although all studies and research suggest 
that the presence of hPG80 in a patient’s blood is an indicator of the presence 
and activity of cancer, it is not possible to say so because this biomarker is 
currently the only tool available for us to detect cancer at a truly early stage.
It is therefore not possible to confirm or deny the presence of cancer based 
solely on the presence of hPG80 in a patient’s blood.
Only the localization of a cancer by imaging or any other method, following its 
detection by hPG80, can confirm the presence of cancer.

In the context of detection, we, physicians, have to better talk about 
susceptibility to developing cancer rather than announcing the detection of 
cancer. 

This caution must be maintained until we are able to locate the cancer that has 
been detected.

5-year remission rate by detection stage

To face the cancer
is to give ourselves the means 

to overcome.
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There’s no over-diagnosis, there’s only over-
treatment. 
Now that we have a remarkable tool to help detect 
cancers in their early stages, it is up to us to use it 
by taking the lead in the very notion of diagnosis,
using everything at our disposal to confirm or deny 
this detection.
Other biomarkers, imaging with or without artificial 
intelligence, and above all epidemiology according 
to age, sex and ethnic origin, other indicators of 
susceptibility (genetic for example) and of course 
knowledge of our patient’s history.

Page 2 & 3: A diagram shows the time of a cancer evo-
lution for the patient to become aware of this very long 
asymptomatic phase of cancer development.
It is developped that the biomarker, which he is going 
to test for, is a reliable biomarker to help the physician 
detect the early stages of cancer.

Page 4: a short history of the demonstration made by 
Dominique Joubert on tumor reversion in solid cancer, 
highlighting the major role of hPG80.

Page 5: How is the DxPG80 test performed?
The two notions of detection (screening) and measure 
(monitoring the efficacy of the therapy) are presented.

Page 6: If you test positive for hPG80 detection test. 
Don’t panic. You’re greatly increasing your chances of 
beating a possible cancer.

Our goal is to get the message across that facing cancer 
head-on is the best way for the physician and therefore 
the patient to beat it.

Page 7: We place the physician at the centre of the fight 
against cancer within the framework of a patient/physi-
cian partnership.

Page 8: What is a tumor marker?
We are trying here to provide a basis of knowledge to 
avoid any misunderstanding. 

Page 9: No test is 100% reliable.
Here we discuss the terms used to qualify a test.

‣  False Negative Rate
‣  False Positive Rate
‣  Sensitivity
‣  Specificity
 
Although we have tried to be as simple as possible in 
these definitions, it is likely that you will have to come 
back to them.

Page 10: Detect a susceptibility to cancer.
We address testing for hPG80 as part of a search for 
susceptibility to develop cancer. 
The patient may need to be reminded that cancer re-
mains asymptomatic for a very long time and that it is 
important to detect a susceptibility to develop cancer 
in order to do regular follow-up and to identify/locate 
such cancer at an early stage and therefore much easier 
to cure. 

Page 11: Follow-up on the efficacy of a therapy.
We address the interest of being able to follow- up on 
the effiicacy of a therapy.

Page 12: Early detection of relapses.
We address the notion of early detection of possible 
relapses. �

CAUTION
Remind the patient 
that being identified as 
having susceptibility to 
developing cancer will 
allow regular follow-
up, greatly increasing 
the chances of locating 
early-stage cancer when 
it is still curable.

Being identified as 
having susceptibility 
to developing a 
cancer when you are 
asymptomatic is an 
opportunity for a better 
prognosis.

To illustrate the 
importance of doing
a test when all is well, 
it is interesting to 
recall the story of our 
Norwegian colleagues 
who screened 
asymptomatic people 
aged 60 and over with 
a family history. 
33% of the tests were 
positive. Early cancer 
was found in 50% 
of them. The other 
50% were put into 
surveillance to identify 
their possible cancer at 
an early stage.

We believe that the 
patient must understand 
the physician’s 
approach.

In our experience, 
access to a lot of 
information (Internet) 
blurs the patient’s 
understanding of the 
physician and the entire 
medical team’s work.

It seems important 
to us to spend some 
time explaining that a 
diagnosis is an act that 
will take into account 
many indicators starting 
with age, sex, ethnic 
origin, family history, 
eating habits, alcohol 
and/or cigarette 
consumption, whether 
or not to practice 
sports... and biomarkers, 
images from X-rays, 
MRI,...
In order to give the 
physician a better 
command of the 
diagnosis.

ATTENTION
We will always talk  
about susceptibility to 
develop a cancer  
and not about  
cancer detection.
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#11

MASTERING hPG80 (circulating progastrin)

An innovative new approach to reveolutionize the fight against cancer?

The PROGASTRIN cancer control association was set up and is working alongside 
other associations involved in the fight against cancer to educate on the very specific 
and little-known subject of Progastrin/ hPG80, the pro hormone of gastrin, known for 
its role in digestion and now recognised by the scientific and medical community for 
its role in its circulating form (hPG80) in tumorigenesis and its interactions with cancer 
cells, including cancer stem cells.
 
The PROGASTRIN cancer control association aims at:
‣ Collect, enrich and make available to physicians and researchers, published medi-

cal and scientific information on the relationship between hPG80 and cancer as well 
as on its proven or potential applications, concerning early detection assistance, 
diagnostic assistance, decision support and therapeutic monitoring and the thera-
pies themselves; 

‣ Collaborate with the medical community and Health Authorities to contribute to 
the emergence of new approaches, guidelines and therapeutic protocols based on 
the control of hPG80;  

‣ Collaborate with scientists to promote the emergence of new research in the fi-
ght against cancer, in order to identify new applications and solutions around the 
control of hPG80;  

‣ Promote public understanding of the opportunities and challenges associated with 
hPG80 control; 

‣ More generally, to collect, enrich and relay all information relating to the fight 
against cancer and new approaches associated with it.

The PROGASTRIN cancer control association has already published the white 
paper on the interactions between hPG80/progastrin and cancer in French 
and English. This white paper can be downloaded from our website at :   
www.progastrin-cancer-control.org
Bibliothèque Nationale de France ID : 00000000026686

Association of Health Professionals  
for Health Professionals

Any health professional can join  
the association PROGASTRIN cancer control.

20200604_hPG80_Physicians-booklet_EN_v03 | 
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